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SUMMARY
This reportpresentsa comparisonof the velocity-vectorcontrolwheel
steering (VCWS)system that currentlyexists on the NASA TerminalConfigured
Vehicle (TCV) and a decoupledlongitudinalcontrolsystem. The evaluationwas
conductedin the TCV aft cockpitsimulator. The primarypiloting task was to
capture and maintaina 3° glide slope in the presenceof wind shear using the
electronicattitude-directionindicator(EADI)and to complete the landing
using that display'sperspectiverunway.
The decoupledlongitudinalcontrolsystem used constantprefilterand
feedbackgains to provide steady-statedecouplingof flight-pathangle, pitch
angle, and forwardvelocity. There was essentiallyno differencebetween the
pilots' performancewith the two controlsystemsin light and moderatewind
shear. However, the decoupledcontrolsystem improvedthe pilots' abilityto
controlairspeedand flight-pathangle during the final stagesof an approach
made in severewind shear. The use of decoupledcontrolsalso improvedthe
pilots' abilityto completesafe landingsin severewind shear. The pilots
preferredthe decoupledcontrolsystem in severewinds and, on a pilot rating
scale, rated the approachand landingtask with the decoupledcontrolsystem as
much as 3 to 4 incrementsbetter than use of the VCWS system.
INTRODUCTION
Wind shear occurringduring the approachand landingphase of flight has
been a significantfactor in severalairplanecrashes (refs.] and 2) that have
occurredduring the past few years. A fixed-basesimulationstudy (ref.3)
reported the beneficialeffect of decoupledlongitudinalcontrolsduring the
approachand landingof a Boeing 737-]00jet transportin the presenceof wind
shear. The flight instrumentationused in reference3 includeda conventional
localizerand a flight director. The primarypilotingtask was to captureand
maintaina 3° glide slope by using the flightdirectorand then to completethe
landingby using visual cues providedbelow an altitudeof 6] m by closed-
circuit televisionand a terrainmodel. The decoupledcontrolsystem provided
steady-statedecouplingof flight-pathangle, pitch angle, and forwardvelocity
and demonstratedimprovedperformanceover the conventional737 controlsystem
during both approachand landing. Although the pilots preferredthe decoupled
controls,rating the approachand landingtask ] to 3 incrementsbetter on a
pilot rating scale over use of conventionalcontrols,they believed that their
performancewith the decoupledcontrolswas hamperedby the lack of a displayof
commandedflight-pathangle. In addition,reference3 comparedan augmented
airplane to an unaugmentedconventionalairplane.
The presentsimulationstudy comparedthe performanceof the decoupled
controlsystemof reference3 with the velocity-vectorcontrolwheel steering
(VCWS)mode of NASA's TerminalConfiguredVehicle (TCV)during the landing
approachin the presenceof wind shear. The simulationincludedthe six-degree-
of-freedomnonlinearequationsof motion that representthe Boeing 737-]00air-
plane. The advancedavionicsdisplay (ref.4) of the simulatedTCV includeda
perspectiverunwayand track symbolismthat enabled the landings to be completed
without the use of simulatedvisual cues from outside the airplane. The display
includedcommandedflight-pathangle and was employedwith both the VCWS and the
decoupledcontrolsystem. The simulationincludedthe effectsof light, moder-
ate, and severe Wind shears and turbulence.
Use of trade names or names of manufacturersin this report does not
constitutean officialendorsementof such productsor manufacturers,either
expressedor implied,by the National Aeronauticsand Space Administration.
SYMBOLS
A matrix of aircraftstabilitycoefficients
aZ longitudinaland normal acceleration,respectively,g units
(]g = 9.8 m/sec2)
B matrix of aircraft-controlcoefficients
C matrix relatingdesiredoutput vector to state vector
Cm pitching-momentcoefficient
2mg
CW weight coefficient,
pV2S
Cx longitudinal-forcecoefficient
Cz normal-forcecoefficient
mean aerodynamicchord, m
DMR( ) statisticalquantityof Duncan multiple range test; parentheses
designateparticularfactor considered
F calculatedtest statistic,dimensionless
G matrix of prefiltergains used in decoupledcontroller (see
appendixA)
g accelerationdue to gravity,m/sec2
H matrix of feedbackgains used in decoupledcontroller (see
appendixA)
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h altitude,m
I identitymatrix
Ix,Iy,IZ momentsof inertiaabout X, Y, and Z body axes, respectively,
kg-m2
IXZ productof inertia,kg-m2
J performanceindex used in determiningoptimalcontrol (see appendixA)
m mass of airplane,kg
n numberof flights
P solutionto matrix Riccatiequation (seeappendixA)
Q state-variableweightingmatrix used in performanceindex J
q pitch rate, deg/secor rad/sec
R control-variableweightingmatrix used in performanceindex J
Ra range from aircraft to threshold,measuredon Earth'ssurface,m
+
r vector of commandedinputsby pilot
S wing area, m2
s Laplacevariable
T total thrust,N
t time, sec
t( ) statisticalquantity of t-test of Student'st-distribution;parenthe-
ses designateparticularfactor considered
u,w velocitycomponentsalong X and Z body axes, respectively,knots
u vectorof controlvariables
A
u differencebetweeninstantaneouscontrolvector and vector of pilot
inputs
V true airspeed,knots
VGS ground speed, knots
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X,Y,Z body axes
+
x vector of state variables
xe vectorof state variablesat equilibriumconditions
A
x differencebetweeninstantaneousand equilibriumstate vectors
Yi inertial axis located at runway threshold, positive Yi to right
y distancealong Yi-axis,m
+
y vectorof state variablesto be controlledin a decoupledmanner
angle of attack,deg
¥ inertial flight-path angle, deg
A¥ deviation in flight-path angle from the 3° reference condition, deg
6a aileron deflection, deg or tad
6coi column deflection, m
6e elevator deflection, positive for trailing edge down, deg or rad
6sp spoiler deflection, deg or rad
6th equivalent throttle deflection
6wheel control wheel deflection
@ pitch angle, deg or rad
p air density, kg/m 3
bank angle, deg or rad
Aircraft stability and control coefficients:
6CX _Cz _Cm
CX6sp - 86sp CZ6sp - 86sp Cm6sp - 86sp
8Cx 8Cz 8Cm
CX6e = _e CZ6e = _e Cm6e = _e
8cx 8cz aZm
Cx .....
_th 3_th CZ_th 3_th Cm_th 3_th
8Cx _Cz _Cm
CXu = u CZu u Cmu u3- 3- 3-
v v v
8cx 3cz _cm
Cx_ = _- Cz_ = _ Cm_ = _-
8cx _cz 8cm
__ _-_ Cmq=_Cxq Czq 3 33--
2V 2V 2V
3Cx _Cm
Cx& = 0_ Cm_ ec3-- 3--
2V 2V
Superscripts:
T matrix transpose
-] matrix inverse
' nondimensionalperturbationsfrom equilibrium
Subscripts:
c commandedby pilot
0 trim condition
L left
Abbreviations:
AFD aft flight deck
AGCS advancedguidanceand controlsystem
ANOV analysisof variance
ATTSYNC attitudesynchronization
DC DecoupledControls
AIAS deviationin indicatedairspeed from referencecondition (normally
]30 knots but was ]22 knots for decoupledcontrols in light
turbulence)
d.o.f, degreesof freedom
EADI electronicattitude-directionindicator
EHSI electronichorizontalsituationindicator
ELOC localizererror
GSE glide-slopeerror
IAS indicatedairspeed
ILS instrumentlandingsystem
MLS microwavelandingsystem
NCDU navigationcontrol/displayunit
PMCC panel-mountedcontrol column
PMCW panel-mountedcontrolwheel
RCE roll controlenable
RCOD roll controlout of detent
rms rootmean square
TCV TerminalConfiguredVehicle
VCWS velocity-vectorcontrolwheel steering
A dot over a symbol denotesdifferentiationwith respect to time.
SIMULATEDAIRPLANE DESCRIPTION
The simulatedTCV airplanewas a Boeing 737-]00medium jet transport
(fig.]) generatedby the real-timesolutionof the nonlinearequationsof
motion for six rigid-bodydegreesof freedom. The simulationincludeddetailed
responsecharacteristicsof the Pratt & WhitneyJT8D-9 turbofanengines,non-
linear actuatormodels, and ILS and MLS sensormodels. The physicalcharac-
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teristicsof the simulatedairplaneare presentedin table I and the initial
conditionsare given in table II. The two-manaft flightdeck (AFD) is shown
in figure 2 and includespanel-mountedcontrollersfor pitch and roll control
and conventionalrudder petals.
The electronicattitude-directionindicator (EADI)was the primarydis-
play used during the approachand landing. A sketchof the EADI is presented
in figure 3. The essentialfeaturesof the displayincluded (a) an artificial
horizonand attitudereference,(b) a rol! indicator, (c)a commandedflight-
path angle or "gammawedges," (d) an inertialflight-pathangle, (e)glide-slope
and localizerindicators,(f)a relativetrack indicator,and (g)a perspective
runway. The perspectiverunway,drawn on a 30° by 40° field of view, included
the outline of the runway with an extendedcenter line beginning] n. mi° before
the runway thresholdand extendingto the horizon. The runway symbol repre-
sented a 3048-m runwayapproximately46 m wide. Four lines were drawn perpen-
dicularto the runwaycenter line at intervalsof 304.8m, beginning304.8 m
beyond the runway threshold. The inertiallyreferencedtrack angle of the air-
plane relativeto the runwayheading,or relativetrack angle, was indicatedby
a tab thatmoved along a horizontalline parallel to the artificialhorizonline
of the EADI. The track scale was drawn on the EADI horizonline in ]0° incre-
ments referencedto the runway heading. The magnitudesof the inertialand com-
manded flight-pathangle were read off the pitch scale by using the solid and
dashed gamma wedges,respectively.
Velocity-VectorControlWheel Steering System
The TCV simulatorwas equippedwith an advancedcontrolsystem that
includedthe velocity-vectorcontrolwheel steering (VCWS)mode used in the cur-
rent study. When the VCWS mode was selected,the applicationof a pitch force
above the detent level resultedin a commandedangularrate. The panel-mounted
control column (PMCC)employeda 2.54-mmdeadbandand had a maximum deflection
of ±7.6 mm. Inertial sensorsignalswere used in the control laws to maintain
flight-pathangle when the controlforce was released. In addition,thethumb
controlleron the left horn of the controlyoke could be used to change flight-
path angle in incrementsof ]/4 degree per click. The velocitycontrolmode in
the roll axis was designedto hold the airplaneattitudeconstant after the roll
controlforce was releasedwhen the bank angle was greaterthan 5°. When the
bank angle was less than 5° at controlrelease, the controlsystem attemptedto
hold the present ground track of the airplaneby modulatingbank angle. The
panel-mountedcontrolwheel (PM_W)had full-scaledeflectionsof ±30°. Block
diagramsof the velocitycontrolmode for the pitch and roll axes are presented
in figures4 and 5, respectively. A more detaileddescriptionof the VCWS sys-
tem may be seen in reference4.
DecoupledControlSystem
The generalapproachtaken for providingindependentor decoupledcontrol
of flight-pathangle, pitch angle, and forwardvelocityis depicted in the fol-
lowing sketch:
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The decoupledcontrolsystem was applied to the longitudinalmode and was mecha-
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nized so that the pilot commandedflight-pathangle Yc throughinputs to the
column,pitch angle 8c throughthe speed brake handle, and forwardvelocity!
uc through the throttle. In addition,the thumb controlleron the left horn
of the controlyoke could be used to trim flight-pathangle, at a constantrate
of ] deg/sec. The decoupledcontrollerwas a closed-loopcontrol system that
requiredcontinuousmeasurementof pitch angle, pitch rate, angle of attack,
and forwardvelocity.
The feedbackgain matrix H and prefiltergain matrix G resultedin the
! I _1 ,throttle _th, elevator 6e, and spoilers sp movlng to produce steady-state
decoupledcontrolof flight-pathangle, pitch angle, and forwardvelocityas
commanded by the pilot. Spoiler panels 2, 3, 6, and 7 (fig. ]) were deployed
asymmetricallyfor roll controland symmetricallyfor longitudinalcontrolwhen
the decoupledcontrolswere used. The most versatilemeans for obtaining G
and H is the use of an onboard computerto find the time-varyingadaptive
gains. However, the simplifiedapproach used in reference3 was also used in
the present investigationwhere the use of the controllerwas restrictedto the
approach and landingphase of operations. Consequently,constantprefilterand
feedbackgains (calculatedfor the conditionsin table II) could be used so that
in an actual airplaneno onboard computationwould be necessary. The decoupled
longitudinalcontrol law is developedin appendixA. The lateral controllaw is
the velocitycontrolsystem shown in figure 5.
TEST PROGRAM
The wind-hazarddata used in thisstudy and in the study described in ref-
erence 3 were producedfor the FederalAviationAdministration(FAA) (ref.5).
The wind profiles are modeled in the TCV simulatorin terms of three-axismean
wind specificationsand Dryden turbulencespecifications. All specifications
are modeled in the simulatorby means of a table lookup given as a functionof
both altitudeand range from runwaythreshold. Six wind-shearprofiles (denoted
B2, B3, B6, B7, D3, and D]0) were chosen to be used in the simulationstudy.
ProfilesB2 and B3 (figs.6 and 7) were representativeof low-intensitywind
shears and had little turbulence,as indicatedin table III. ProfilesB6 and B7
(figs.8 and 9) were representativeof moderatewind shear. ProfileB7 included
turbulence (tableIV) with rms gust intensitiesup to 8 knots. Two very severe
wind shears (figs.]0 and ]]) which also includedtable IV turbulencewere also
simulatedand are denotedD3 and D]0, respectively. Profile D]0 was a recon-
structionof the wind shear presentduring the EasternAirlines crash at the
John F. Kennedy InternationalAirport in ]975.
Three researchpilots were requiredto performsix flights in each wind
condition (light,moderate,and severe)with each controlsystem. All three
pilots were rated for the B-737 airplane,and the combinationsof wind shear
and controlconfigurationwere randomized (ref.6) throughthe use of a Latin
square. The pilots' task was to assume commandof the airplane in level flight
and use the glide-slopedeviationand flight-pathangle indicatorsto capture
and maintain the desired3° glide slope. When the decoupledcontrol system
was used, the pitch attitudewas nominallyset at 3° to keep the nose wheel off
the ground at touchdown. The commandedairspeedwas set at the desired touch-
down value of ]22 knots shortly after flight initiationin light and moderate
wind shear. When the turbulencelevel was high, as was the case in severewind
shear, the pilots generallymaintained]30 knots until just before touchdown.
The decoupledcontrol systemattemptedto maintain the commandedpitch attitude
and airspeedas the flightprogressedwithoutfurtherpilot attention. When
the MLS beam was intercepted,the pilots trimmedthe airplaneonto the desired
3° descentpath using the trim button on the controlyoke. The pilots then used
either the trim buttonor the column to make any necessarychanges in flight-
path angle. The pilots used the perspectiverunway to completethe landings
nominally304.8 m down the runway from the threshold. The VCWS systemwas
employedin the same manner as the decoupledcontrolsystem except that the ini-
tial ]30-knotairspeedwas normallymaintaineduntil just prior to touchdown
regardlessof the wind condition. The decoupledcontrolsystem is comparedwith
the VCWS on a statisticalbasis during three differentsegmentsof the approach.
The statisticalanalysis is discussedin detail in appendixB. In addition,
the touchdownperformanceis measuredagainststandardspresentedin reference7.
Pilot ratingsare also used to comparethe two controlsystems.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Successfulapproacheswere made with eithercontrolsystem in the presence
of both light and moderatewind shear. As shown in figure]2, however, severe
wind shear such as D]0 often precludedsuccesswhen the VCWS was employed.
Approximately]]5 sec into the flight at an altitudeof about ]30 m, the air-
plane encounteredwinds that reducedthe airspeedto the point of stalling,even
though the VCWS system sharplyincreasedthrust. The airplanedescendedbelow
the desiredglide slope and althoughthe controlsystempitched the nose up in
excess of 25°, the airplaneimpactedapproximately840 m short of the runway.
This large pitch angle may have actuallycontributedto the stall becauseit
resultedin the airplaneoperatingin a very high drag conditionon the backside
of the lift curve,where it would be very difficultto counteractthe airspeed
reductioncaused by a head wind shearingto a tail wind.
When landingswere attemptedin the same wind conditionwith the decoupled
controlsystem,the pilots could consistentlyattain the runway. A typical
flight is presentedin figure]3. On this flight,the decoupledcontrolsys-
tem kept the airspeedfrom fallingbelow ]]5 knots and althoughnot shown in
the figure,the airplanelanded 472 m down from thresholdwith a sink rate of
].5 m/sec. The decoupledcontrolsystem also maintainedpitch attitudeat very
nearly the desired 3° (fig.]3) even in the presenceof severewind shear. The
penalty paid for the improvedperformancein severe winds with the decoupled
controlsystemwas a more active throttle (comparefigs. ]2 and ]3) than was the
case with the VCWS system. If this level of throttleactivityis undesirable,a
preliminaryinvestigationindicatedthat filteringu-feedbackwith a first-order
linear filter havinga ]-sec time constantreducedthe rms throttleresponse
to severe turbulenceby approximatelyone-halfwithouta detectableeffect on
approach and landingperformance. Further reductionin rms throttleactivity
could be achievedby increasingthe time constant;however,the abilityof the
decoupledcontrolsystem to maintain the desiredairspeedin the presence of
severewinds was adverselyaffected. Although the VCWS systemhad less throttle
activity in severewinds, the apparentlyhigh gains in the pitch loop resulted
in pitch accelerationand normal accelerationlevels that were much higher than
the decoupledcontrolsystem (comparefigs. ]2 and ]3). For example, the VCWS
systemhad severalnormal accelerationspikes that approached]g, whereas the
]
decoupledcontrolsystemwas generallyless than -g. In addition,the pitch
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accelerationwith the VCWS systemwas approximately3 times that of the decou-
pled controlsystem. The pilots,however,could not evaluate these differences
in ride qualitieswith the fixed-basesimulatorused in this study.
Approach Performance
The performancedata for the approachphase of the study are presentedfor
an early portionof the approachand two later portionsof the approach. The
first portion includesrms values from data taken every 3].25 msec between
altitudesof 457 m and 228 m. The performanceparametersconsidered (fig.]4)
were flight-pathangle error, glide-slopeerror, indicatedairspeederror,
localizererror, and the controlinputs to the panel-mountedcontrolwheel and
controlcolumn. The trim airspeedwas ]30 knots when the VCWS systemwas used
and when the decoupledcontrolsystem was used in severewinds. When the
decoupledcontrolsystemwas used in light and moderate shears,the trim speed
was ]22 knots, the desired touchdownvalue for the simulatedaircraftweight.
Each symbol shown in f_gure ]4 denotes the mean value of six flightsperformed
by each pilot, with each controlsystem,under each wind condition. There was
very little differencedue to controlsystemsin any of the six mean approach
performanceparameters. Flight-pathangle and glide-slopeerrors tended to be
larger with decoupledcontrols,but the differencegenerallywas not statisti-
cally significant. (SeeappendixB for a detailed statisticalanalysisof the
variouspilot, control,and wind interactions.) The error in indicatedair-
speed was normallysmallerwith decoupledcontrols,but again, the difference
generallywas not statisticallysignificant. However, two of three pilots had
standarddeviationsabout the mean airspeedwith the VCWS system that were
significantlylarger in each wind conditionthan was the case with decoupled
]0
controls. Increasedwind severitydegradedall the performanceparameters
except localizererror,but the degradationwas generallynot statistically
significant. There was no effect of pilots except for controlwheel inputs,
where pilot B consistentlymade larger inputsthan the other pilots. In sum-
mary, there was little effect of controls,winds, or pilots during the initial
portionof the approach.
The approachperformanceparametersfor the intermediateportionof the
approach,between altitudesof 76.2 m and 30.4 m, are shown in figure ]5. Of
the six approachperformanceparametersonly two, indicatedairspeederror and
localizererror,showed a statisticallysignificanteffect of controlsystem.
The mean indicatedairspeederror was smallerwhen the decoupledcontrol system
was used at each wind conditionfor all three pilots. The improvementdue to
the use of decoupledcontrolswas not, however,statisticallysignificantat the
95-percentconfidencelevel for all pilot and wind shear combinations. In addi-
tion, the standarddeviationabout the mean (appendixB) was smallerwhen decou-
pled controlswere used. The localizererror,a lateralcontrolparameter,was
also reducedwhen decoupledcontrolswere used. However, the improvementwas
generallynot statisticallysignificant. The degradationdue to increasedwind
severityaffectedall the approachperformanceparametersat the 99-percentcon-
fidencelevel except controlcolumn activity. The significantdegradationsgen-
erally occurredin severewinds. There was no effectof pilots on performance
with the exceptionof pilot B, who again made significantlylarger controlwheel
inputswith either controlsystem.
The approachperformanceparametersfor the final portionof the approach,
betweenaltitudesof 30.4m and ]5.] m, are shown in figure ]6. The mean error
in indicatedairspeedwith decoupledcontrolswas less than that with the VCWS
system for all pilots under all wind conditions. In addition,the standard
deviationabout the mean was generallysmallerby an amount that was significant
at the 99-percentconfidencelevel. The mean flight-pathangle error was
smallerin severewinds for all three pilotswhen the decoupledcontrol system
was used. Although the differencebetweenthe means due to control systemswas
not statisticallysignificant,the lack of significancewas probablydue to the
large standarddeviationsabout the mean that occurredwhen the VCWS systemwas
used. Controls had no significanteffect on the other approachperformance
parameters. The degradationdue to increasedwind shear affectedall the
approachperformanceparametersat the 99-percentlevel except controlwheel
activity. Pilot B again made significantlylarger controlwheel inputswith
either controlsystem than the other two pilots. There were no other signifi-
cant pilot effects.
TouchdownPerformance
The mean touchdownperformancedata are summarizedin figure ]7. The
touchdownperformanceparametersexaminedduring this investigationwere longi-
tudinaland lateralposition,pitch angle, bank angle, sink rate, and forward
velocity. The limits shown in figure ]7 reflectCategoryII requirementsdis-
cussed in reference7. The mean values of all six performanceparameterswere
generallywithin these limits for all pilots under all wind conditionswhen
decoupledcontrolswere used. The exceptionwas the range from threshold,where
I]
pilotsA and B landed approximately]20 m long with decoupledcontrolsin severe
winds. This was still an improvementover the VCWS system,because the data
plotted in figure 7 are the mean valuesof all flightsthat did not crash. Of
the ]8 landingsattemptedin severewinds with the VCWS system,8 sustainedloss
of controlwith resultingcrashes. Althoughnone of the flightsmade with decou-
pled controlsresultedin loss of control,performancewas marginal in shears as
severeas those presentduring the EasternAirlines crash at the John F. Kennedy
InternationalAirport in ]975. In addition,one flightmade with decoupledcon-
trols in moderatewind shear toucheddown ]5 m short of the runway.
The mean sink rate at touchdownwith the VCWS system was generallyoutside
the limit. The error in indicatedairspeedwas within the limits with either
controlsystem in light and moderate shears (fig.]7), but in severe winds two
of the three pilots had valuesoutside the limitswhen the VCWS systemwas used.
The pitch attitudeat touchdownwith the VCWS systemwas outside the limits for
all three pilots in moderateand severewind shears. In fact, it was less than
zero in each case which correspondsto landingon the nose wheel. In addition,
the standarddeviationabout the mean with the VCWS systemwas generallylarger
for sink rate, indicatedairspeed,pitch angle,and range from threshold (appen-
dix B) than was the case with the decoupledcontrolsystem. The lateralperfor-
mance parameters,bank angle and lateraldisplacement,were well within the limits
with either control system. The variationbetweenpilots was statistically
significantonly for indicatedairspeed.
Pilot Opinion
The pilots were asked to rate the landingtask with each controlsystem in
light,moderate,and severewind shear using the pilot rating system shown in
table V. The pilot rating resultsare summarizedin tableVI. The three
researchpilots did not differentiatebetweenthe two control systemsin light
wind shears and gave the task a pilot ratingof 2 to 3. For moderatewinds
pilots B and C indicatedthat the task was somewhateasier with decoupledcon-
trols,as denotedby pilot ratingsthat were ] to 3 incrementsbetter than with
the VCWS system. However, there was a major differencebetweencontrolsys-
tems in severe winds. Typicalpilot ratingswith decoupledcontrolswere 4
to 6, indicatingthat adequateperformancewas possible but that moderate to
extensivepilot compensationwould be required. When the VCWS system was used,
all the pilots felt that adequateperformancewas not attainableand two of the
pilots gave the task a ratingapproaching]0, indicatingthat controlwould be
lost at some point. This ratingof ]0 was not merely a reflectionof the fact
that the airplaneoccasionallystalledand crashed,but was also associated
with the large pitch angles that occurred in Kennedy-type(windshear D]0) con-
ditions. When the pitch attitudeexceeded]5°, the usefulnessof the EADI was
severelycompromisedbecause the horizonand the perspectiverunwaywere lost
from the field of view, sometimesfor fairly long periodsof time.
The lengthof time that the pitch angle @ exceeded]5° during each of the
nine flightsmade by the three pilots in wind shear D]0 is shown in table VII.
Also shown is the time that the airspeedwas less than Vmin. The pitch atti-
tude exceededthe limit for as long as ]8 sec and averaged6.3 sec when the VCWS
systemwas used; the limit was never exceededwhen the decoupledcontrolsystem
]2
was _sed. Similar behavior is noted for the airspeed, where the average time
spent at speeds less than Vmi n was almost ]2 sec with the VCWS system com-
pared with zero with decoupled controls. It should be noted that the pilot
ratings do not reflect the violation of the velocity boundary because the sim-
ulator employed did not attempt to simulate buffet or to model the stickshaker.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
A fixed-basesimulationstudy has been conductedto evaluate the use of
decoupledlongitudinalcontrolsas a means for improvingpilot performancedur-
ing approachand landingof the NASA TerminalConfiguredVehicle (TCV) air-
craft in the presenceof wind shear. The decoupledlongitudinalcontrol sys-
tem employed the throttle,the elevators,and the symmetricspoilersas active
controlelements to provide steady-statedecouplingof flight-pathangle, pitch
angle, and forwardvelocity. Restrictingthe controllerto the approachand
landingphase of operationspermittedthe use of constantprefilterand feed-
back gains in the mechanizationof the decoupledcontrolsystem. The piloting
task was to use the electronicattitude-directionindicator(EADI)to capture
and maintain a 3° glide slope and then use the perspectiverunway includedon
that display to completethe landing. The task was also performedusing the
velocity-vectorcontrolwheel steering (VCWS)systemcurrentlyin use on the TCV.
The followingresultsare indicatedfrom this study:
I. During the early portionof the approachthere was essentiallyno dif-
ferencebetween the decoupledcontrolsystem and the VCWS system. During the
final portionof the approach,the decoupledcontrolsystem showedan improve-
ment over the VCWS system in either the mean error or the standarddeviation
about the mean for indicatedairspeedand flight-pathangle. The performance
degradedwith either controlsystemas wind severity increasedbut generally
showedno statisticallysignificantvariabilitybetweenpilots.
2. The use of decoupledcontrolsincreasedthe pilots'ability to complete
landingssuccessfullyin the presenceof severewind shear. Of the ]8 landings
attemptedin severe winds with the VCWS system,8 sustainedloss of controlwith
resultantcrashes. Althoughnone of the flightsmade with decoupledcontrols
resultedin loss of control,performancewas marginal in shearsas severeas
those during the EasternAirlines crash at the John F. Kennedy InternationalAir-
port in ]975.
3. The pilots reportedno differencesbetweenthe two controlsystemsin
light wind shear. Two of the pi!ots indicatedthat the task was somewhatmore
difficultwith the VCWS in moderatewind shear. However, there were major defi-
ciencieswith the VCWS system in severewind shear,whereasthe decoupledcon-
trol system resultedin pilot ratingsthat were as much as 3 or 4 increments
better.
LangleyResearchCenter
NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
Hampton,VA 23665
August 29, ]980
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APPENDIXA
DECOUPLEDLONGITUDINALCONTROLS
The three longitudinalequationsof motion were linearizedas perturbations
about an equilibriumconditionin equation (]-59)of reference8. These three
equationscan be nondimensionalizedwith respectto time using
V0
t' = -- t (A])
and, neglecting CZ_ and CZq, solved simultaneouslyto give
dCL' ] <2 d@' CZ6th6' CZ6e6e CZ6sP6'Pl
= -- ]/ -- + CZ(_' + CZuU' + th + +dt ' 21/ dt ' s (A3)
(c (c)= I m , (_w + Uwdt' _ W@ _ d@' + + + XU2 / r Xe 41/ 4_
<cx <cCx Cze>! !+ + + 6e+ _th T_ "/_ X6e 4_
Ic cx_Cz_s_l_I+ X6sp + T_ /6s (A4)
]4
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The terms CZ_ and CZq given in reference8 were neglected. Also,
sin O was assumedto equal 0 and cos 0 to equal I (e is the angle between
the horizonand X equilibri_ axis).
The primed parametersare perturbationsfrom the equilibriumor trim con-
ditionsof the airplanein nondimensionalform; that is,
O' = O- 00 (A5)
w - w0
_' = e - s0 = (A6)
u0
u - u0
u' = (A7)
u0
and where
m
= -- (A8)
Iy
Ky2 = -- (A9)
m62
The mass and dimensionalcharacteristicsof the simulatedairplaneare
presentedin tables I and II. Constantcoefficientswere employedin the
linearizedlongitudinalequationsof motion correspondingto an angle of attack
of 4°, a forwardvelocityof 125 knots, and a thrust coefficientof 0.1735•
The linearizedlongitudinalequationsof motion can be written in state
vector notationas
x = Ax + Bu (At0)
where the state vector is
e'
x = (AtI)
_w
U I
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and the controlvector is
F6th-'
+ t
u = 6e (A]21
!
6sp
The generalcontrollaw is given as
u = -Hx + Gr (A]3)
! !
where r is the vector of commandedpilot inputs Yc, uc, and @c that are
to be controlled in a dec_upled manner. The output equation is
y = Cx (A]4)
When equation (A]3) is substitutedinto equation (A]0),the Laplace trans-
form of the result can be written as
. ] .
x(s) = (sI - A + BH)- BGr(s) (A]5)
Substitutingthe Laplace transformof equation (A]4) into equation (A]5)
and requiringthat the output y(s) be equal to the commandedpilot input r (s)
under steady-stateconditionsresultsin the prefiltergain
G = -[C(A - BH)-]B] -] (A]6)
Having obtainedthe prefiltergain matrix G requiredfor decoupled
steady-statecontrol,it is desirableto obtain the controlthat will reach
that conditionas efficientlyas possible. Consequently,modern controltheory
was employedto obtain the feedbackgain matrix H.
For a given constant-pilotinput r, there is an associatedequilibrium
state xe that is reached in the steady-statecase; that is,
0 = (A - BH)xe + BGr (A]7)
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which, since it is zero, can be subtractedfrom the closed-loopequationsof
motion,
x = (A - BH)x + BGr - A - BH)xe + BG (A]8)
where x is the difference between the instantaneous state x and the new
+
equilibriumstate xe. Equation (AI8) is, therefore,
x = (A - BH)x (A]9)
which can be written as
x = Ax + Bu (A20)
where
A ,%
u = -Hx (A2])
which is the differencebetweenthe instantaneouscontrolvector u and the
control input associatedwith the new equilibriumstate. The performance
index
S0"Ix ^^^ )J = Qx + uTRu dt (A22)
and equation (A20)constitutethe familiarstate-regulatorproblemwith quad-
ric performanceindex for which the optimalcontrol u* (ref.9) is
A A
u* = -R-]BTpx (A23)
where P is the solutionto the time invariantmatrixRiccati equation
PA + ATp - PBR-]BTp+ Q = 0 (A24)
The particularsolutionfor the Riccatiequationis based on the iterative
approach taken in reference]0.
]7
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Equating the general control u to the optimalcontrol u* permits the
solutionfor the remainingunknowngain matrix
H = R-]BTP (A25)
The feedbackgain H is optimalfor a given set of weightingmatrices Q
and R in the performanceindex (eq. (A22)). The of_dia_nal ter_ in these
weightingmatrices_re zero, whereasthe diagonalter_ were varied as a
functionof pilot opinionearly in the s_ulation. The final values which
_re _ed in this study were
m a
l.O 0 0 0
o O.Ol o o
Q = (_6)
0 0 0.02 0
0 0 0 0.5
and
0.005 0 0 0
0 0.] 0 0
R = (A27)
0 0 0.0] 0
o o o o.o]
N
The resulting prefilter and feedback gain matrices were
3.9304 9.6802 8.0530i
G = -0.8772 ].5967 -].8829 (A28)
8.0800 3.8552 ]].6078
and
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1.1336 16.9936 0.0606 5.40891
H = -3.1518 -31.1558 0.6122 0.6983 (A29)
3.3400 42.75]7 0.8662 -0.6]89
These matriceswere convertedto the appropriatedimensionsand implemented
through the generalcontrollaw u = -Hx + Gr using the six-degree-of-freedom
nonlinearequationssimulatingthe B-737.
]9
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STATISTICALANALYSIS OF APPROACHAND TOUCHDOWNPERFORMANCE
An analysisof variance (AN0V) (refs.6 and ]]) was performedon each
approachperformanceparameterto determinewhetherany of the experimental
factors (pilots,wind shears,or controlsystems)or their interactionswere
statisticallysignificantat the 95-percentconfidence (5-percentsignifi-
cance) level or greater. That is, the analysiswas to determinewhether the
probabilityof identifyingtwo samplemeans as being from differentpopula-
tions when they were actuallyfrom the same populationwas less than 5 percent.
In this experimentthere were two or more levels of each experimentalfactor.
The two levels of controlswere VCWS and decoupledcontrols;the three pilot
levelswere pilotsA, B, and C; and the three wind levelswere light,moderate,
and severe. The resultingexperimentemployed6 replicatesfor each condition
for a total of ]08 flightsor ]07 degreesof freedom. When the ANOV showed a
given factor to be significant,furthertestingwas performedto determineat
which levels of that factor the means were significantlydifferent. It should
be noted that the standarderror used in testingthe pilot and wind levels
includedonly those data associatedwith the particularcontrolsystem being
consideredrather than data pooled for both controlsystems. The Student's
t-testwas used for level testingfor winds and controls,and the Duncanmul-
tiple range (DMR)test was used to test the pilots'performance. Not only were
the differencesbetweenthe mean values of the approachperformanceparameters
examined,their variabilityfrom run to run was also reviewed. Consequently,
the resultsof the homogeneity-of-variancetest have been included.
The approach performance was examined in three segments: an early segment
of altitudes between 457 m and 228 m; an intermediate segment at altitudes
between 76 m and 3] m; and a final segment at altitudes between 3] m and ]5 m.
InitialApproachSegment
The ANOV (tableVIII) for the initialsegment,betweenaltitudesof 457 m
and 228 m, showed that the type of controlwas statisticallysignficantat the
95-percentconfidencelevel or betterfor flight-pathangle error, glide-slope
error, and error in indicatedairspeed. Wind conditionswere a statistically
significantfactor at the 95-percentconfidencelevel or better for flight-path
angle error and glide-slopeerror in the longitudinalmode and localizererror
and controlwheel activityin the lateralmode. The effect of pilots was a sta-
tisticallysignificantfactor only for controlwheel activityand error in indi-
cated airspeed. Interactioneffectswere statisticallysignificantonly for
controlcolumnactivitywhere controlsand pilots interactedand flight-path
angle error where controlsand winds interacted. In the lateralmode, the con-
trol wheel activityshowed significantinteractionsbetweenpilots and winds.
The resultsof level testingfor the initialapproachsegmentare pre-
sented in tables IX and X, along with the mean and standarddeviation,for VCWS
and decoupledcontrols,respectively. When the t-testwas appliedto winds,
the light shear conditionwas the referenceagainstwhich the other winds were
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tested,as is indicatedin tablesIX and X. In addition,the VCWS systemwas
chosen as the reference (tableIX) when the t-testwas appliedto controls. The
Duncan multiple range (DMR)test was used to measure each pilot'sperformancein
relationto the others. For example, error in indicatedairspeedwith VCWS con-
trols (tableIX) had a significantpilot effect in moderatewind shears. The
DMR test indicatedthat the errorsof pilot A were significantlylarger,at the
95-percentconfidencelevel, than those of eitherpilot B or C. Furthermore,
the differencebetweenthe performancesof pilot B and pilot C was not statisti-
cally significant. The six approachperformanceparametersare discussedin
detailin the followingparagraphs.
Fli@ht-pathan@le error.-The VCWS system (tableIX) producedcloser
adherenceto the desired3° flight-pathangle in five of nine possiblepilot
and wind combinations. However, in only one of nine cases was the difference
in means statisticallysignificant: with pilot A in severewinds. In addition,
the standarddeviationabout the mean was significantlyless with the VCWS
system only for pilot A in severe winds and also for pilot A in light winds.
Thus, there do not appear to be any differencebetweencontrol systemmean per-
formancewhose statisticalsignificancewas suppressedbecauseof large devia-
tions. Flight-pathangle performancewith the decoupledcontrol system
(tableX) degradedas wind severityincreased,but the degradationwas signifi-
cant only for one case: pilot A in severewinds. However, the standarddevia-
tions of pilotsB and C were both significantlylarger in severewinds (tableX)
than in light winds, and the statisticalsignificanceof the differencein
means due to winds for both pilotsmay have been suppressed. With the VCWS sys-
tam (tableIX), the flight-pathangle error was actuallygreaterin light shears
than in the highershears. The differencewas significantat the 95-percent
level or better for pilot A. Although the differencesin means due to winds and
controlsystemswere significantonly for pilot A, the effectswere not general
enough for pilots to be a significantfactor as indicatedby the ANOV (see
table VIII).
Glide-slopeerror.-Glide-slopeerror showeda significanteffectof con-
trols on mean performanceonly for pilot B in severewinds (tableX), where the
error with the decoupledcontrolsystemwas larger than that with the VCWS sys-
tem. In addition,differencesin the standarddeviation,althoughsignificantly
larger with decoupledcontrolsin four of nine cases, do not appear to have sup-
pressed the significanceof any differencesin the means. Winds did degrade
performanceand the degradationwas statisticallysignificantfor two of three
pilots in severe winds for both controlsystems. (Seetables IX and X.) Pilots
were not a statisticallysignificantfactor (tableVIII) as far as the differ-
ence in means was concerned;however,pilot C had standarddeviationsor vari-
ances that were significantlylarger,at the 99-percentconfidencelevel, in
all three wind conditionswhen the VCWS systemwas used.
Localizererror.-The localizererror was essentiallystatisticallyunaf-
fected by pilots,winds, or controls. There was a wind shear effect,but it was
statisticallysignificantonly when pilot A used decoupledcontrolsin moderate
wind shear.
Error in indicatedairspeed.-Decoupledcontrolsgave smallermean errors
in indicatedairspeedthan did the VCWS system in seven of nine possiblepilot
2]
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and wind combinations(comparetables IX and X). However, the differenceswere
significantat the 95-percentconfidencelevel only when pilot C made signifi-
cantlylarger errors in both light and severewind shears. However, two of
three pilots had deviationsfrom the mean that were significantlylarger at the
99-percentconfidencelevel when the VCWS systemwas used in all threewind con-
ditions. In the case of pilot A, the large deviationsappear to have suppressed
the significanceof the differencein means in both moderate and severewinds.
As far as mean performancewas concerned,winds were not statisticallysignifi-
cant (tableVIII). In addition,pilots were a significantfactor only because
pilot A made larger errorsthan the other pilots with the VCWS system in moder-
ate winds (tableIX). Also, pilot C had significantlysmallerstandarddevia-
tions than pilotsA or B in all winds when the VCWS systemwas used.
Control wheel activity.-Controlwheel inputsshowedno statisticallysig-
nificanteffects (tableVIII) of the type of controlsystem being used in the
longitudinalmode. Larger control inputswere used with either controlsystem
(tablesIX and X) as the wind severityincreased,but the differencein means
was statisticallysignificantfor one of three pilots in each case. The effect
of pilotswas statisticallysignificantbecausepilot B made larger inputs than
either pilot A or pilot C in moderate and severewind shears with either control
system.
Control column activity.-Control columnactivityshowed no statistically
significanteffectsof controls,winds, or pilots as far as the means were con-
cerned. However, the variancesabout the mean were significantlysmallerwhen
the VCWS system was used (tableX) in seven of nine cases.
IntermediateApproach Segment
The ANOV (tableXI) for the intermediatesegment,between altitudesof
approximately76 m and 3] m showedthat the type of controls used was statis-
ticallysignificantat the 95-percentconfidencelevel or better for localizer
error and indicatedairspeederror. Winds were a significantfactor at the
99-percentconfidencelevel for all of the approachparametersexcept control
column activity,while none of the parametersexcept controlwheel activity
showed statisticallysignificanteffectsof pilots. In addition,none of
the interactioneffectswere statisticallysignificant. The resultsof level
testingof each approachperformanceparameterare discussedin the following
paragraphs.
Flight-pathangle error.-The type of controlsdid not have a statisti-
cally significanteffect (tableXI) on flight-pathangle error nor did pilots.
Winds were a statisticallysignificantfactor,but the differencein means was
only significantfor one of three pilots (tablesXII and XIII) when either con-
trol system was used. However, the deviationsabout the mean were significantly
larger at the 99-percentlevel in severewinds with either controlsystem than
in light winds in five of six possiblecases.Consequently,the significanceof
the differencein means was apparentlysuppressedin severewinds for pilotsB
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and C when the VCWS system (tableXII) was used and for pilot C when the decou-
pled controls (tableXIII) were used. Pilots were not a statisticallysignifi-
cant factor.
Glide-slopeerror.-Glide-slopeerror did not show a statisticallysignif-
icant effect (tableXI) of eithercontrolsor pilots. The effect of winds was
to degradeperformancewhen either controlsystemwas used. When the VCWS sys-
tem was used (tableXII), the degradationwas statisticallysignificantat the
95-percentconfidencelevel for all three pilots in severe shear and for one of
three pilots in moderate shears. When the decoupledcontrolsystem was used
(tableXIII), the degradationwas statisticallysignificantfor two of three
pilots in severe shears. In addition,the degradationof four of six deviations
about the mean was statisticallysignificantfor eithercontrolsystem in moder-
ate and severe shears.
Localizererror.-Localizererror was reducedwhen decoupledcontrolswere
used in eight of nine combinationsof pilot and wind. However, the reduction
was statisticallysignificantat the 95-percentconfidencelevel only in the
case of pilot C in light winds. The standarddeviationabout the mean was sig-
nificantlysmaller,however,with the decoupledcontrolsystem at the 95-percent
level in four of nine cases. The mean degradationdue to wind shear was statis-
ticallysignificantin only 3 of ]2 possiblecombinationsof pilot and control.
As indicatedby the ANOV (tableXI), pilot was not a significantfactor.
Error in indicatedairspeed.-The error in indicatedairspeedwas less when
decoupledcontrolswere used for all pilots and all wind shears than was the
case with the VCWS system. The improvementwas statisticallysignificantat the
95-percentconfidencelevel or better (tableXIII) for five out of nine pilot
and wind combinations. However, two more cases, pilot A in light and moderate
shears,probablyhad the significanceof the differencein mean performance
suppressedbecause the standarddeviationswith the VCWS systemwere so large
(see table XII). _n fact, the standarddeviationswere larger when the VCWS
system was used in eight of nine pilot and wind combinationsand were signifi-
cantly larger at the 99-percentconfidencelevel in five of those cases. The
degradationdue to wind shear was statisticallysignificantfor all three pilots
in severewinds regardlessof the control system used. The use of decoupled
controls (tableXIII) actuallyresulted in a statisticallysignificantimprove-
ment in performancefor two of three pilots in moderatewinds when comparedwith
their performanceon light winds. There were no statisticallysignificant
effectsof pilots on indicatedairspeed.
Control wheel activity.-The effect of type of controlon controlwheel
inputswas not statisticallysignificant. The wind effect was significantonly
when the VCWS system was used in severe winds. Pilot effectswere statistically
significantbecausepilot B made consistentlylarger inputs than either pilot A
or pilot C regardlessof controlsystem or wind condition.
Control column activity.-Control column inputswere essentiallyunaffected
statisticallyby pilots,winds, or controls. There was a pilot effect,but it
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was statisticallysignificantonly when pilot B made larger inputs than pilots A
or C in severewind shear using decoupledcontrols. He also made larger inputs
than pilot C in moderate winds.
Final ApproachSegment
The ANOV (tableXIV) for the final segment,at altitudesbetween3] m and
]5 m, showed that the type of controlwas statisticallysignificantat the
95-percentconfidencelevel or betteronly for the error in indicatedairspeed.
Winds were statisticallysignificantfor all performanceparametersexcept con-
trol wheel activity. Pilots were a statisticallysignificantfactor for only
one longitudinalperformanceparameter,controlcolumnactivity,but were sig-
nificantfor both lateralperformanceparameters. The pilot-controlinterac-
tion effectswere not statisticallysignificant,and the control-wind
interactionswere significantonly for flight-pathangle error. Pilot-wind
interactioneffectswere statisticallysignificantfor both wheel and column
inputs and also for glide-slopeerror. The resultsof level testingare dis-
cussed separatelyin the followingparagraphs.
Flight-pathangle error.-Although the ANOV (tableXIV) indicatedthat
there was no significantdifferenceof controlson the mean error in flight-
path angle, the standarddeviationsabout the mean were larger with the VCWS
system for all three pilots in severewind shear and the differencein con-
trol systemswas statisticallysignificantat the 99-percentconfidencelevel
(tablesXV and XVI) for pilots B and C. However, pilot A had significantly
larger standarddeviationswith the decoupledcontrolsystem in light and mod-
erate shears. Increasingwind severitydegraded performancewith either con-
trol system,but the degradationwas statisticallysignificantin only one
case: use of the VCWS system in severe winds by pilot A. However, the degra-
dation in the standarddeviationdue to winds was statisticallysignificant
(tableXV) in four of six possiblecases when the VCWS systemwas used, but was
not significant(tableXVI) when decoupledcontrolswere used. Pilots were not
a statisticallysignificantfactor.
Glide-slopeerror.-The ANOV (tableXIV) indicatedthat there was no sig-
nificantdifferenceof the mean glide-slopeerror due to controls. Although
the standarddeviationabout the mean was significantlydifferent (tableXVI)
in four of nine cases, the differencewas not consistentin that the standard
deviationwas smallerwith the VCWS systemin two of those cases but was
smallerwith the decoupledcontrolsystem in the other two'cases. The degra-
dationof the mean errors due to wind shear was statisticallysignificantin
three of six cases with either the VCWS system (tableXV) or the decoupledcon-
trol (tableXVI) system. In addition,the standarddeviationabout the mean
showed a significantdegradationdue to winds in five of six cases (tableXV)
with the VCWS system and in two of six cases (tableXVI) with the decoupled
controlsystem. These large standarddeviationsprobablysuppressedthe sta-
tisticalsignificanceof the differencein means of three additionalcases:
pilot B in severe wind shear with both controlsystemsand pilot C in moder-
ate wind shear with the VCWS system. Pilots were not a statisticallysignif-
icant factor.
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Localizererror.-There was no statisticallysignificanteffect of control
system on the mean localizererror. However, the standarddeviationabout the
mean was largerwith the VCWS system in three of four cases where the difference
was statisticallysignificantat the 99-percentconfidencelevel. Winds were a
statisticallysignificantfactor,and degradedperformancein two of six cases
with either controlsystem. Pilots were also a statisticallysignificantfac-
tor, but the effectswere not consistent. When the decoupledcontrolswere used
(tableXVI), pilot A made larger errors than pilot C in light winds, smaller
errors than pilot C in moderatewinds, and larger errors than pilot B in severe
winds, while pilot B made smallererrors than pilot A or pilot C in moderate
winds (tableXV) when the VCWS systemwas used.
Error in indicatedairspeed.-The mean error in indicatedairspeedwas
smallerwith the decoupledcontrolsystem for all pilots and at all wind condi-
tions, but the differencewas statisticallysignificant(tableXVI) in only four
of nine cases. However, the statisticalsignificancewas generallysuppressed
by the large standarddeviationsthat occurredwith the VCWS system. The degra-
dation that occurredwith the VCWS systemwas statisticallysignificantat the
95-percentconfidencelevel in eight of nine cases. Winds degradedperformance
with either control systemand the degradationwas statisticallysignificant
(tableXVI) in severe winds when decoupledcontrolswere used. The degradation
in mean performancein severewinds would have been significantwith the VCWS
system also had not the standarddeviationsbeen so large in severe winds
(seetable XV). Pilots were not a statisticallysignificantfactor.
Controlwheel activity.-There was no statisticallysignificanteffect of
either controlsor winds on controlwheel activity. Pilot effectswere statis-
ticallysignificantbut occurredbecausepilot B made largerwheel inputs than
either pilots A or pilot C in five of six combinationsof winds and controls
(see tablesXV and XVI).
Controlcolumn activity.-Although the mean column input with the decoupled
controlsystem was smallerthan mean column input with the VCWS system in seven
of nine cases (seetables XV and XVI), the differenceswere not large enough for
controls to be a statisticallysignificantfactor. Increasingwinds required
larger column inputswith either controlsystem,but the increasewas statisti-
cally significantonly when the VCWS system was used and then only for two of
six cases. Pilot effectswere statisticallysignificant,but only because
pilot B made larger inputs than pilot A in severe winds using the VCWS system.
TouchdownPerformance
The ANOV (tableXVII) for the touchdownperformanceparametersshowed that
the type of controlwas statisticallysignificantat the 95-percentconfidence
level or better for sink rate h and pitch angle 8. Wind conditionwas a
statisticallysignificantfactor for the range from threshold Ra, indicated
airspeed IAS, and pitch angle. The effectof pilots was statisticallysignifi-
cant only for indicatedairspeed. Pilot and control interactionswere not sta-
tisticallysignificantfor any of the approach performanceparameters. Control
and wind interactionswere statisticallysignficiantfor indicatedairspeedand
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pitch angle, while pilots and winds did not interactat a significantlevel for
any of the approachparameters. The resultsof level testingare discussedin
the followingparagraphs.
Sink rate.-The sink rate at touchdownwas smaller (tableXIX) when decou-
pled controlswere used thanwhen the VCWS system (tableXVIII) was used for all
pilots and at all wind conditions. The ANOV (tableXVII) showed a significant
controleffect for sink rate. The level testingusing the Student'st-test,
however,failed to detect a statisticallysignificantdifference. The reason
for this was that the standarderror used in the ANOV was based on all the data,
while the standarderror used in the t-testwas based on only the data for the
particularpilot-windcombinationfor which the comparisonbetweencontrolswas
being made. Consequently,the statisticalsignificanceof the differencein
mean performancebetweenthe two controlsystemswith pilot B in severewinds
was suppressedby the large standarddeviationthat occurredwith the VCWS sys-
tem. In fact, the standarddeviationwith the VCWS systemwas larger for all
pilot-windcombinationsthan was the case with the decoupledsystem,and the
differencewas statisticallysignificant(tableXIX) in five of nine cases.
Neitherwinds nor pilots had statisticallysignificanteffectson sink rate.
Ran@e from threshold.-There was no statisticallysignificanteffect of
controlson the mean range from threshold. The standarddeviationabout the
mean was significantlysmallerwith decoupledcontrols in severewind shear
(tableXlX) in two of three cases but significantlylarger in one of three
cases in moderatewind shear than with the VCWS system. Winds degradedper-
formancewith either controlsystem but the degradationwas statisticallysig-
nificant in only 3 of ]2 cases. Pilots were not a statisticallysignificant
factor.
Indicatedairs_eed.-There was no statisticallysignificanteffectof con-
trols on the mean indicatedairspeed. However, the standarddeviationabout the
mean was largerwith the VCWS system in seven of nine cases (andwas signifi-
cantly larger in six of those cases) than when the decoupledcontrolsystem was
used (comparetablesXVIII and XIX). Winds degradedmean performance,and the
degradationwas statisticallysignificantin 3 of ]2 cases: pilot A in severe
winds with the decoupledcontrolsand pilots B and C in severe winds with the
VCWS system. Pilots were a statisticallysignificantfactor primarilybecause
pilot A landedwith higher speeds than either pilot B or pilot C when the VCWS
system (tableXVIII) was used.
Pitch an@le.-The type of controlused had a statisticallysignificant
effect on the mean pitch angle (tableXlX) in seven of nine cases. In moderate
and severe wind shear, the mean pitch angle with the VCWS systemwas actually
negative. In addition,the standarddeviationabout the mean was significantly
larger with the VCWS system in seven of nine cases. Winds were a statistically
significantfactor,but the differencedue to winds was significantonly in two
of six cases with the decoupledcontrolsystem and one of six cases with the
VCWS system. Pilots were not a statisticallysignificantfactor.
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Lateral displacement.- The lateral displacement from the runway center line
showed no statistically significant effect of controls, winds, or pilots.
Bank an@le.- The bank angle at touchdown showed no statistically signifi-
cant effect of controls, winds, or pilots.
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TABLE I.- B-737 AIRPLANEDIMENSIONAND DESI(I_DATA
General:
Overall length,m ......................... 28.65
Height to top of verticalfin, m .................. ]].28
Wing:
Area, m2 .............................. 9].04
Span, m .............................. 28.35
Mean aerodynamicchord,m ..................... 3.41
Incidenceangle,deg ........................ ]
Aspect ratio ............................ 8.83
Taper ratio ............................ 0.279
Dihedral,deg ........................... 6
Sweep (quarter-chord),deg ..................... 25
Flap deflection (maximum),deq ................... 40
Aileron deflection(maximum),deg ................. ±20
Spoilersdeflection (maximum):
Inboardground spoilers (maximum),deg ............... 60
All other spoilers (maximum),deg ................. 40
Horizontaltail:
Total area, m2 ........................... 28.99
Span, m .............................. ]0.97
Stabilizerdeflection (maximum),deg ................ -14, +3
Elevatordeflection (maximum),deg ................. ±21
Vertical tail:
Total area, m2 ........................... 20.8
Rudder deflection,deg ....................... ±24
Weight:
Maximum take-offgross weight, kN ................. 431
Design landingweight,kN ..................... 399
Operationalempty weight,kN .................... 297
Propulsionsystem (twoPratt & Whitney JT8D-9 engines):
Maximum uninstalledthrust per engine at sea level static,kN . . . 62.3
Effectiveengine moment arms about center of gravity:
Lateral arm, m .......................... 4.94
Vertical arm, m ......................... 1.52
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TABLE II.- INITIALCONDITIONSFOR SIMULATION
Weight, kN ............................... 408
Moments of inertia:
Ix, kg-m2 ............................ 602 000
Iy, kg-m2 ............................ ] 090 000
Iz, kg-m2 ............................ ] 780 000
Ixz, kg-m2 ............................ 7] 600
Center of gravity,percentof mean aerodynamicchord .......... 30
Altitude,m .............................. 457
Field elevation,m ........................... 2
Indicatedairspeed,knots ....................... ]30
Flight-pathangle,deg ......................... 0
Trailing-edgeflap position,deg .................... 40
Flight spoilerinitialposition (decoupledcontrols),deg ....... 9
Landing-gearposition ......................... Down
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TABLE III.- TURBULENCESPECIFICATIONSFOR LIGHT WIND SHEARS
(a)Wind shear B2
rms rms lateral rms vertical Longitudinal Lateral Vertical
Altitude, longitudinal velocity, velocity, scale length, scale length, scale length,
m velocity,knots knots knots m m m
6.]0 0.65 0.65 0.09 32.22 ]5.]5 3.]7
22.86 ].63 ].63 .]5 55.47 32.89 ]2.]0
45.72 3.6] 3.6] .25 79.74 53.00 24.23
9].44 4.76 4.76 .37 ]]2.78 84.28 48.46
]37.]6 .50 .50 .09 ]39.57 77].59 72.69
]82.88 .25 .25 .06 ]6].82 ]35.82 96.93
228.60 .00 .00 .00 ]6].82 ]35.82 96.93
457.20 .00 .00 .00 ]6].82 ]35.82 96.93
(b)Wind shear B3
rms rms lateral rms vertical Longitudinal Lateral Vertical
Altitude, longitudinal velocity, velocity, scale length, scale length, scale length,
m velocity,knots knots knots m m m
6.]0 0.65 0.65 0.09 79.49 79.49 ].52
22.86 ].63 ].63 .]5 674.85 674.85 5.72
45.72 3.6] 3.6] .25 2383.3] 2383.37 ]].43
9].44 4.76 4.76 .37 5389.73 5389.73 22.86
]37.]6 .50 .50 .09 7058.33 ]058.33 34.29
]82.88 .25 .25 .06 793.75 793.75 45.72
228.60 .00 .00 .00 793.75 793.75 45.72
457.20 .00 .00 .00 793.75 793.75 45.72
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TABLE IV.- TURBULENCESPECIFICATIONSFOR WIND SHEARS B7, D3, and D]0
rms rms lateral rms vertical Longitudinal Lateral Vertical
Altitude, longitudinal velocity, velocity, scale length, scale length, scale length,
m velocity,knots knots knots m m m
6.10 3.40 2.70 2.34 32.23 ]5.]5 3.17
30.49 4.05 3.46 3.53 66.07 40.91 ]6.]6
60.98 4.43 3.95 4.35 93.45 65.09 32.32
]2].95 4.85 4.50 5.36 ]32.]6 ]03.54 64.63
]82.93 5.11 4.86 6.05 ]6].86 ]35.85 96.95
457.32 5.74 5.78 7.94 256.37 25].37 242.47
TABLE V.- PILOT RATINGSYSTEM
Adequacy for selected task or Control characteristics Demands on the pilot in selected Pilot
required operation a task or required operation a rating
Excellent,highly Pilot compensationnot a factor for ]
desirable desiredperformance i
Good, negligible Pilot compensationnot a factorfor 2 I
deficiencies desiredperformance
i
Fair, some mildly unpleas- Minimalpilot compensationrequired 3 I
ant deficiencies for desiredperformance
Yes i
Minor but annoying Desired performancerequiresmoderate 4 I
deficiencies pilot compensation
i
No Deficiencies Moderatelyobjectionable Adequateperformancerequires 5 I
warrant deficiencies considerablepilot compensation
improvement
Very objectionablebut Adequateperformancerequires 6 I
tolerabledeficiencies extensivepilot compensation
Major deficiencies Adequateperformancenot attainablewith 7 I
maximum tolerablepilot compensation;
controllabilitynot in question
Deficiencies
No require Major deficiencies Considerablepilot compensationis 8 I
improvement requiredfor control
Major deficiencies Intensepilot compensationis required 9
Yes to retain control
Improvement Major deficiencies Controlwill be lost during some portion ]0
mandatory of required operation
i Pilot decisions I
aDefinitionof requiredoperationinvolvesdesignationof flightphase and/orsubphaseswith accompanyingconditions.
TABLE VI.- PILOT RATINGS
Rating for controlsystem-
Wind shear VCWS Decoupledcontrols
Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Light 2 3 2 + 3 2 3 2 + 3
Moderate 3 * 4 4 4 * 8 3 . 4 3 4 . 5
Severe a5 * 6 b7 * 8 b9 * ]0 b4 . 5 b6 b6
c9 . lO
awind shear D3.
bpilotsdid not differentiatebetweenwinds D3 and D]0.
CWind shear D]0.
TABLE VII.- CONTROLSYSTEM PERFORMANCEIN SEVEREWIND PROFILED]0
Time that @ > ]5°, Time that V < Vmin,
sec secPilot
VCWS DC VCWS DC
A 7 0 ]7 0
A 5 0 ]3 0
A ]0 0 ]6 0
B 2 0 4 0
B 8 0 5 0
B 3 0 7 ! 0
C 18 0 21 0
C 6 0 ]5 0
C 0 0 7 i 0
Mean 6.3 0 ]l.7 i 0
Standarddeviation 5.3 0 6.] i 0
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TABLE VIII.- ANALYSISOF VARIANCE FOR rms APPROACH PARAMETERSWITH
PILOTS, CONTROLS,AND WINDS AS EXPERIMENTALFACTORS
[Betweenaltitudesof 457.2 m and 228.0 m]
Experimental by GSE ELOC bIAS 6wheeI 6coi
factor d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f F
Pilot 2 0.80 2 2.66 2 0.25 2 a3.62 2 b34.40 2 ].83
Wind 2 a4.90 2 b17.48 2 b1].87 2 1.04 2 b13.]7 2 2.33
Control ] a6.20 ] a6.22 ] 2.]6 ] a6.09 ] .02 ] 1.33
Pilot-control 2 .30 2 1.03 2 .75 2 3.07 2 ].]3 2 b6.17
interaction
Control-wind 2 b10.80 2 2.44 2 .45 2 .99 2 .47 2 1.17
interaction
Pilot-wind 4 .95 4 .55 4 .48 4 .55 4 b4.38 4 .33
interaction
Pilot-control- 4 .60 4 .26 4 .05 4 .86 4 .36 4 .33
wind interaction
Error 90 90 90 90 90 90
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percentlevel (Fcritical= 3.96, 3.]], and 2.49 for
], 2, and 4 d.o.f., respectively).
bstatisticalsignificanceat the ]-percentlevel (Fcritical= 6.97, 4.89, and 3.56 for
1, 2, and 4 d.o.f., respectively).
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TABLE IX.- rms APPROACH DATA FOR VCWS CONTROLS
[Between altitudes of 457.2 m and 228.0 m]
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean 0.39 0.25 0.36 0.]9 0.]5 0.22 0.]3 0.]6 0.3]
Standard deviation 0.05 0.]0 0.]0 d0.]8 0.]4 0.]4 c0.05 c0.]0 d0.35
Ay, deg t (controls) Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference a2.75 2.00 0.85 b8.67 ].29 0.26
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
Mean ]4.99 9.83 2].07 ]].56 ]].4] ]8.26 22.23 ]9.9] 27.33
Standard deviation 2.96 2.26 c8,27 2.92 2.25 c9.]2 4.24 d7.37 c]4.5]
GSE, m t (controls) Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 2.02 1 ].22 0.56 b3.43 b3.20 0.92
l
I
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
Mean 20.95 26.47 50.]9 53.00 56.39 60.70 ]8.]3 ]6.79 ]7.35
Standard deviation 2].07 29.37 c74.93 37.]] 43.80 34.66 ]4.63 d]2.65 d]5.]3
ELOC, m t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference ].84 ].39 0.3] 0.27 0.74 ].05
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
astatistical significance at the 5-percent level.
bstatistical significance at the ]-percent level.
CVariances for the pilots differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
dvariances for the winds differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
TABLE IX.- Concluded
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
..............................................
Mean 2.16 3.25 0.63 4.99 1.70 0.78 4.01 2.75 1.23
Standard deviation 3.18 3.43 c0.06 5.74 3.03 c,d0.57 5.79 3.03 c,d0.87
A IAS, knots t (controls) Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference
t (winds) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
DMR (pilots) (B-A), (A-C), (B-C) a(A-B), (B-C), a(A-C) (A-B), (B-C), (A-C)
Mean 2.01 3.92 2.62 3.18 6.49 5.06 1.96 8.09 4.00
Standard deviation 2.10 1.19 1.30 c0.67 2.67 1.24 1.90 c'd0.34 2.17
6wheel, deg t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 1.30 2.16 b3.34 0.04 b8.18 1.03
DMR (pilots) (B-C), (C-A), B-A) (B-C), (C-A),b(B-A) b(B-C), (C-A), b(B-A)
Mean 3.33 3.33 4.33 2.67 6.00 5.33 4.00 4.67 6.33
Standard deviation 0.33 0.33 1.00 d1.67 d2.67 d3.33 c0.67 d2.00 d4.33
6coi, percent t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
IDMR Not significant (ANOV)(pilots) statistically
astatisticalsignificance at the 5-percent level.
bstatistical significanceat the ]-percent level.
CVariances for the pilots differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
dvariances for the winds differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
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TABLE X.- rms APPROACH DATA FOR DECOUPLED CONTROLS
[Between altitudes of 457.2 m and 228.0 m]
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean 0.29 0.20 0.12 0.19 0.30 0.33 0.60 0.47 0.56
Standard deviation e0.20 0.]0 0.07 0.14 0.14 d0.28 e0.24 d0.31 d0.50
Ay, deg t (controls) 2.17 0.83 2.18 0.92 0.43 0.50 b4.70 ].11 1.07
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 0.17 0.54 1.40 a2.89 0.89 2.04
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
Mean ]8.05 9.95 ]4.94 ]9.73 ]9.]6 21.05 28.89 34.08 33.59
Standard deviation el].77 c1.73 8.00 d'e8.86 d,e]4.]9 ]6.90 e11.00 d]2.36 ]5.37
GSE, m t (controls) 0.62 0.10 1.30 2.14 1.26 0.36 1.38 a2.41 0.73
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 0.28 1.50 0.80 1.65 b4.73 a2.64
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV
Mean ]6.35 ]5.2] 2].8] 56.34 43.00 38.54 ]8.78 ]5.43 ]4.68
Standard deviation ]3.4] ]4.43 e23.78 39.86 43.78 24.79 ]5.38 7.22 ]5.03
ELOC, m t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference a2.33 1.48 1.19 0.29 0.03 0.62
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percentlevel.
bstatisticalsignificanceat the ]-percentlevel.
CVariancesfor the pilots differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
dvariancesfor the winds differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
evariancesfor the controls differ at the 5-percent level of significance.
TABLE X.- Concluded
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean ].88 ].]3 ].27 0.63 0.49 0.34 ].70 ].82 2.]3
Standard deviation c].60 e0.04 c,e0.30 d,e0.32 d,e0.34 0.53 e0.89 d,e0.34 0.40
AIAS, knots t (controls) 0.]9 ].2] b4.92 ].86 0.]] ].38 0.90 0.24 a2.3]
t (winds) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
DMR (pilots) (A-C), (C-B), (A-B) (A-B), (B-C), (A-C) (C-A), (A-B), (C-B)
Mean 2.09 3.33 2.00 3.37 8.35 4.54 ].98 8.70 2.49
Standard deviation ].36 ].63 2.03 ].03 c5.03 0.73 ].97 e3.57 2.49
_wheel, deg t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference ].83 a2.32 ].38 0.]] b3.36 0.37
DMR (pilots) (B-A), (A-C), B-C) a(B-C), (C-A),b(B-A) b(B-C) (C-A),b(B-A)
Mean 7.00 4.00 3.67 8.00 3.33 0.00 ]3.67 8.33 3.00
Standard deviation e8.00 e3.33 e7.33 e6.00 5.33 c,d,e0.00 e9.00 d,e]4.00 6.33
6coi, percent t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
t (winds) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percent level.
bstatistical significanceat the l-percent level.
Cvariances for the pilots differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
dVariances for the winds differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
evariances for the controls differ at the 5-percent levei of significance.
OTABLE XI.- ANALYSIS OF VARIANCEFOR rms APPROACH PARAMETERSWITH
PILOTS,CONTROLS,AND WINDS AS EXPERIMENTALFACTORS
[Betweenaltitudesof 76.2 m and 30.5 m]
Experimental Ay GSE ELOC AIAS 6wheel 6coi
factor d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F
Pilot 2 0.9] 2 0.]3 2 2.70 2 ].97 2 b50.86 2 b5.70
Wind 2 b9.40 2 b25.90 2 b6.00 2 b24.77 2 b7.03 2 ].29
Control ] .45 ] .44 ] a6.86 ] b23.06 ] .05 ] .60
Pilot-control 2 .62 2 .03 2 ].82 2 2.00 2 2.3] 2 ].40
interaction
Control-wind 2 .02 2 .]2 2 .59 2 ].82 2 ].57 2 .30
interaction
Pilot-wind 4 ].4] 4 .35 4 ].44 4 .]6 4 ].]8 4 ].]0
interaction
Pilot-control- 4 ].00 4 .23 4 ].]4 4 .]0 4 ].35 4 .90
wind interaction
Error 90 90 90 90 90 90
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percentlevel (Fcritical= 3.96, 3.]], and 2.49 for
], 2, and 4 d.o.f., respectively).
bstatisticalsignificanceat the ]-percentlevel (Fcritical= 6.97, 4.89, and 3.56 for
], 2, and 4 d.o.f., respectively).
TABLEXII.-rmsAPPROACHDATAFOR VCWSCONTROLS
[Betweenaltitudesof 76.2m and 30.5m]
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean 0.08 0.20 0.18 0.43 0.24 0.17 0.40 1.]1 0.56
Standard deviation 0.06 0.10 0.10 d0.46 0.13 0.14 d0.25 c,d].5] c,d0.78
by, deg t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 1.75 0.57 0.]4 b3.20 1.45 ].19
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV
Mean 1.82 1.86 1.53 4.37 2.83 6.69 16.4] 16.36 ]2.24
Standard deviation 1.18 1.30 0.65 2.38 2.53 d8.33 d15.03 d]3.84 d]0.30
GSE, m t (controls) Not statistically signficant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference a2.34 0.84 1.5] a2.39 a2.55 a2.54
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV
Mean 4.83 8.21 9.36 12.59 6.54 10.90 15.55 8.09 21.12
Standard deviation 3.72 8.30 6.28 7.07 4.]0 6.20 11.66 c4.50 16.32
ELOC, m t (controls) Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference a2.38 0.44 0.43 2.14 0.03 1.65
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
astatistical significanceat the 5-percent level.
bstatistical significanceat the l-percent level.
Cvariances for the pilots differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
dvariances for the winds differ at the l-percent level of significance.
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TABLE XII.- Concluded
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean 5.31 4.]7 2.09 8.48 4.21 ].76 I6.57 I4.]7 11.41
Standard deviation 6.96 c2.76 c1.70 I0.92 c3.58 c0.77 5.10 d6.60 c2.82
AIAS, knots t (controls) Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 0.60 0.02 0.43 b3.20 b3.42 b6.90
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
Mean 0.54 7.30 3.24 2.63 6.86 2.12 4.57 9.94 3.95
Standard deviation 0.60 1.]9 ].82 d3.47 2.24 2.26 d2.35 1.48 2.79
6wheeI, deg t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 1.45 0.42 0.94 b4.07 b3.43 0.52
DR (pilots) b(B-C), b(C-A), b(B-A) (B-A), (A-C), (B-C) a(B-A), (A-C), a(B-C)
Mean 0.33 2.00 0.00 2.67 4.67 0.00 9.33 I2.00 ]0.00
Standard deviation 1.00 c3.33 c0.00 d5.00 7.00 c0.00 d7.00 7.33 d18.00
6coi, percent t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
DMR (pilots) (B-A), (A-C), (B-C) (B-C), (A-C), (B-C) (B-C), (C-A), (B-A)
astatistical significanceat the 5-percent level.
bstatistical significance at the ]-percent level.
Cvariances for the pilots differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
dvariances for the winds differ at the l-percent level of significance.
TABLE XIII.- rms APPROACH DATA FOR DECOUPLEDCONTROLS
[Betweenaltitudesof 76.2 m and 30.5 m]
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean 0.20 0.14 0.27 0.40 0.53 0.22 0.41 0.72 ].09
Standarddeviation 0.12 0.09 0.21 c,d0.53 c,d,e0.55 0.22 0.29 d'e0.52 o,d0.94
I
Ay, deg t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 0.91 1.70 0.42 1.62 a2.76 2.10
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
Mean 5.55 1.98 2.40 4.37 5.12 4.31 ]6.]6 ]8.45 ]5.49
Standarddeviation e3.50 c0.91 e2.19 2.27 d3.92 3.95 d15.20 d17.27 d9.64
GSE, m t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 0.69 1.91 ].04 ].67 a2.33 b3.24
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
Mean 8.63 5.74 2.25 6.21 6.00 8.11 ]2.72 6.15 9.36
Standarddeviation e6.72 e2.63 e2.33 3.64 3.28 6.02 8.81 3.45 6.36
ELOC, m t (controls) 1.21 0.70 a2.59 1.96 0.23 0.79 0.47 0.84 1.64
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 0.78 0.09 a2.23 0.90 0.23 a2.58
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percentlevel.
bstatisticalsignificanceat the ]-percentlevel.
CVariancesfor the pilots differat the ]-percentlevel of significance.
dvariancesfor the winds differ at the ]-percentlevel of significance.
evariancesfor the controls differat the 5-percentlevel of significance.
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TABLE XIII.- Concluded
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean ].0] 0.76 ].]6 0.57 0.30 0.29 5.86 7.42 6.0]
Standard deviation e0.55 e0.3] e0.43 e0.52 c,e0.B2 0.37 d2.79 d4.59 d4.75
bIAS, knots t (controls) ].5] a2.99 ].29 ].77 a2.68 b4.20 b4.52 2.06 a2.39
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference ].42 b3.29 b3.78 b4.]8 b3.54 a2.49
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
Mean ].74 7.]5 0.59 3.40 ]].07 ].50 5.90 8.]0 2.76
Standard deviation e2.32 0.92 0.96 2.74 d,e6.35 c].59 4.32 2.3] d3.7]
6wheel,deg t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference ].]4 ].50 ].20 2.08 0.94 ].39
DMR (pilots) b(B-A), (A-C),b(B-C) b(B-A), (A-C),b(B-C) (A-C), (C-B), (A-B)
Mean 6.00 3.67 0.00 3.00 8.33 0.00 5.33 ]9.33 5.33
Standard deviation e8.00 3.67 0.00 3.00 c]0.33 0.00 4.33 c,d]6.33 d8.67
6coI, percent t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
t (winds) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
DMR (pilots) (A-B), (B-C),(A-C) (B-A),(A-C),a(A-C) a(B-A), (A-C),a(B-C)
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percentlevel.
bstatisticalsignificanceat the ]-percentlevel.
CVariancesfor the pilots differat the ]-percentlevel of significance.
dvariancesfor the winds differat the ]-percentlevel of significance.
evariancesfor the controlsdiffer at the 5-percentlevel of significance.
TABLE XIV.- ANALYSISOF VARIANCEFOR rms APPROACHPARAMETERSWITH
PILOTS,CONTROLS,AND WINDSAS EXPERIMENTALFACTORS
[Betweenaltitudesof 30.5m and 15.1m]
Experimental 47 GSE ELOC bIAS _wheel _col
factor d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F
Pilot 2 0.90 2 0.68 2 b8.44 2 0.94 2 b25.47 2 a4.45
Wind 2 b9.82 2 b18.85 2 a3.33 2 b14.19 2 2.21 2 b11.36
Control I 3.43 I .59 I 2.2] 1 b27.04 I 1.17 I 2.52
Pilot-control 2 1.06 2 1.60 2 .79 2 .52 2 2.34 2 1.24
interaction
Control-wind 2 b5.39 2 .21 2 1.67 2 1.88 2 1.16 2 1.18
interaction
Pilot-wind 4 .53 4 a2.91 4 1.96 4 .30 4 a3.29 4 a3.09
interaction
Pilot-control- 4 .38 4 1.43 4 1.83 4 .13 4 I 1.73 4 2.17
wind interaction
Error 90 90 90 90 90 90
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percentlevel (Fcritical= 3.96, 3.11, and 2.49 for
1, 2, and 4 d.o.f.,respectively).
bstatisticalsignificanceat the l-percentlevel (Fcritical= 6.97, 4.89, and 3.56 for
1, 2, and 4 d.o.f.,respectively).
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TABLEXV.-rms APPROACHDATAFOR VCWSCONTROLS
[Betweenaltitudesof 30.5m and 15.1m]
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean 0.]5 0.22 0.29 0.33 ].00 0.6] ].65 3.20 ].94
Standard deviation 0.]] 0.]3 0.25 0.25 c,d0.9] 0.64 d].09 c,d,e3.48 c,d,e2.69
Ay, deg t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference I ].64 i 2.]] ].]4 b3.33 ].42 ].50
i r
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
Mean 0.83 ].60 ].07 3.9] ].99 5.07 4.86 ]5.32 ]2.03
Standard deviation 0.80 0.80 0.92 d3.0] ].33 c,d8.09 d2.84 c,d]9.]5 d4.73
i
GSE, m t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference a2.43 0.62 ].20 b3.36 ].75 b5.59
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
Mean 5.06 3.67 5.32 ]].97 4.02 ]].8] 7.4] 3.49 ]0.96
Standard deviation 3.09 3.77 3.22 6.45 2.26 4.26 3.26 2.85 c,d]].45
ELOC, m t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference a2"37 I 0.]9 a2.98 ].28 0.09 ].]6i
DMR (pilots) (C-A), (A-B), (C-A) (A-C), a(C-B), a(A-B) (C-A), (A-B), (C-B)
astatisticalsignificance at the 5-percent level.
bstatisticalsignificance at the ]-percent level.
CVariances for the pilots differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
dvariances for the winds differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
TABLE XV.- Concluded
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean 5.96 7.86 4.20 8.88 5.73 4.80 ]6.44 ]7.99 ]2.94
Standard deviation c3.61 c3.53 1.24 d8.92 5.13 c2.67 d12.31 d]4.43 d12.89
AIAS, knots t (controls) Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 0.74 0.84 0.50 2.00 1.67 1.65
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
Mean 2.40 6.29 2.02 4.18 6.60 2.53 4.49 3.34 4.25
Standard deviation c3.68 ].58 c0.89 4.18 1.73 1.99 3.22 2.38 d3.17
6wheel, deg t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
DMR (pilots) a(B-A), (A-C), b(B-C) (B-A), (A-C), a(B-C) (A-C), (C-B), (A-B)
Mean 4.67 6.00 1.67 6.33 9.00 9.33 9.33 62.67 23.67
Standard deviation 3.00 4.67 3.33 4.00 6.00 c,d15.33 c6.00 c,d6].00 c,d30.67
6coI, percent t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 0.83 1.00 c1.21 1.75 a2.27 1.74
DMR (pilots) (B-A), (A-C), (B-C) (C-B), (B-A), (C-A) (B-C), (C-A), a(B-A)
astatistical significanceat the 5-percent level.
bstatistical significanceat the ]-percent level.
CVariances for the pilots differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
dvariances for the winds differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
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TABLE XVI .- rms APPROACH DATA FOR DECOUPLED CONTROLS
[Between altitudes of 30.5 m and ]5.] m]
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean 0.42 0.28 0.49 0.66 0.66 0.8] 0.79 0.84 0.66
Standarddeviation e0.29 0.29 0.30 e0.69 0.59 0.86 0.68 e0.58 e0.8]
4y, deg t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference ].47 ].4] 0.86 ].23 2.]5 0.49
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
Mean 3.43 ].46 2.55 6.75 6.25 2.88 ]0.50 ]3.]8 8.02
Standard deviation e2.40 0.80 2.]2 2.83 d,e4.89 e].54 c5.65 c,d]2.3] c,e].]8
GSE, m t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 2.20 a2.37 0.3] a2.82 ].99 b5.53
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
Mean 7.5] 4.22 2.66 3.3] 4.35 9.02 9.48 2.77 8.]0
Standard deviation 4.55 2.68 2.98 e2.04 2.53 6.20 c,e7.57 e].09 c,e3.78
ELOC, m t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 2.07 0.09 a2.26 0.55 ].23 a2.78
DMR (pilots) (A-B), (B-C),a(A-C) (C-B), (B-A),a(C-A) (A-C), (C-B),a(A-B)
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percentlevel.
bstatisticalsignificanceat the ]-percentlevel.
CVariancesfor the pilots differat the ]-percentlevel of significance.
dvariancesfor the winds differat the ]-percentlevel of significance.
eVariancesfor the controlsdiffer at the 5-percentlevel of significance.
TABLE XVI.- Concluded
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B PilotC
Mean 0.91 0.61 0.88 2.89 ].69 ].7] 5.70 6.76 5.40
Standarddeviation e0.3] e0.33 0.63 d,e3.24 d,e].84 c,e].]6 d,e4.82 d,e5.49 d,e4.60
AIAS, knots t (controls) b3.4] b5.00 b5.82 1.54 1.82 a2.60 1.99 1.78 1.35
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 1.49 1.42 1.54 a2.43 a2.73 a2.39
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
Mean 1.35 6.97 0.69 ].67 ]2.2] 1.98 5.5] 6.58 1.76
Standarddeviation e].14 2.28 1.05 2.0] c,e6.31 1.03 d4.52 5.27 2.08
6wheel,deg t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
t (winds) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
DMR (pilots) b(B-A), (A-C),b(B-C) b(B-C), (C-A),b(B-A) (B-A),(A-C), (B-C)
Mean 4.33 4.00 1.00 11.00 11.00 0.33 9.33 24.67 ]4.33
Standarddeviation 4.00 4.00 2.67 d,e]4.33 ]3.00 c,d,e0.67 9.67 d,e24.00 d26.67
_col,percent t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 1.11 1.24 0.40 ].15 2.07 1.21
DMR (pilots) (A-B),(B-C), (A-C) (A-B), (B-C),(A-C) (B-C),(C-A), (B-A)
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percentlevel.
bstatisticalsignificanceat the ]-percentlevel.
CVariancesfor thepilots differat the ]-percentlevel of significance.
dvariancesfor the winds differat the ]-percentlevel of significance.
evariancesfor the controls differat the 5-percentlevel of significance.
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TABLEXVII.-ANALYSISOF VARIANCEFOR TOUCHDOWNPARAMETERSWITH
PILOTS,CONTROLS,ANDWINDSAS EXPERIMENTALFACTORS
Experimental Ra Y h IAS @
factors d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F d.o.f. F
Pilot 2 1.92 2 0.36 2 0.33 2 bi0.13 2 0.06 2 0.14
Wind 2 b7.41 2 .87 2 1.52 2 b34.78 2 a4.79 2 .52
Control I .16 I .08 ] b17.61 I 1.01 I bi04.54 I .26
Pilot-control 2 2.56 2 .01 2 .66 2 3.09 2 1.02 2 .02
interaction
Control-wind 2 .73 2 .41 2 1.39 2 b5.32 2 b4.97 2 .13
interaction
Pilot-wind 4 1.08 4 .31 4 .43 4 .39 4 .66 4 .13
interaction
Pilot-control- 4 b7.17 4 .36 4 .04 4 1.86 4 .19 4 .42
wind interaction
Error c82 c82 c82 c82 c82 c82
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percentlevel (Fcritical= 3.97, 3.]2, and 2.50 for
I, 2, and 4 d.o.f., respectively).
bstatisticalsignificanceat the ]-percentlevel (Fcritical= 7.00, 4.92, and 3.59 for
I, 2, and 4 d.o.f., respectively).
CData for 8 runs with VCWS were lost due to crashes to reduce d.o.f, by 8.
TABLE XVIII.- TOUCHDOWN DATA FOR VCWS CONTROLS
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean -].48 -2.]3 -].44 -2.23 -2.00 -2.19 -2.39 -2.67 -2.59
Standard deviation 0.35 c].34 0.65 0.8] 2.06 1.29 d].]8 2.22 1.94
h, m/sec t (controls) Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference
t (winds) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
Mean 427.3 390.4 402.9 375.6 33].6 496.8 469.3 425.6 ]643.9
Standard deviation 89.9 ]46.9 ]62.2 ]00.] ]56.6 ]93.3 d460.6 c,d784.4 ]70.]
Ra, m t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 0.94 0.67 0.9] 0.19 0.]0 b8.02
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
Mean ]25.95 ]]8.80 ]]7.25 ]3].09 ]20.20 ]]9.4] ]40.35 ]33.48 ]38.22
Standard deviation 7.32 4.01 3.50 ]0.4] 8.13 6.48 8.77 5.15 c1.58
IAS, knots t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 0.99 0.38 0.72 2.29 b4.81 b7.]0
DMR (pilots) a(A-S), (B-C), a(A-C) a(A-B), (B-C), a(A-C) (A-C), (C-B), (A-B)
astatistical significanceat the 5-percent level.
bstatistical significanceat the ]-percent level.
CVariances for the pilots differ at the I-percent level of significance.
dvariances for the winds differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
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TABLE XVIII.- Concluded
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean 0.70 1.21 0.39 -0.90 -0.8] -0.]7 -].00 -0.3] -].56
Standard deviation ].57 2.09 2.21 0.89 ].91 1.52 0.49 1.60 d0.57
@, deg t (controls) Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 2.]9 ].74 0.51 a2.62 1.48 2.14
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
Mean 0.81 -0.29 3.67 1.85 0.07 2.64 1.10 -3.46 -2.86
Standard deviation 6.23 9.92 4.69 9.04 6.72 ]4.56 c8.36 c5.41 d0.49
y, m t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
Mean -0.48 -0.50 -0.]9 -0.40 -0.34 -0.77 -0.46 -0.64 0.13
Standard deviation 0.77 ].16 0.46 ].]7 c0.68 d3.14 1.62 , ].73 1.47
I
_, deg t (controls) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
t (winds) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
DMR (pilots) Not statistically significant (ANOV)
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percent level.
bstatistical significance at the ]-percent level.
CVariances for the pilots differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
dvariances for the winds differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
TABLE XIX.- TOUCHDOWNDATA FOR DECOUPLED CONTROLS
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean -I.]3 -].]3 -0.76 -].35 -0.92 -].]4 -].65 -].08 -1.35
Standard deviation 0.43 e0.52 0.47 0.89 e0.88 e0.52 e0.34 e0.40 0.97
h, m/sec t (controls) 1.52 1.69 2.06 1.80 1.19 1.84 0.35 1.59 1.02
t (winds) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
DMR (pilots) Not st ltisticallysignificant (ANOV)
Mean 463.7 433.4 549.2 506.6 280.8 334.5 629.6 630.8 527.1
Standard deviation 129.4 76.4 149.6 e284.7 188.6 145.4 e113.7 d,e340.2 148.2
Ra, m t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 0.34 1.84 a2.50 a2.37 1.39 0.26
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
Mean 124.65 124.56 124.28 124.42 121.73 124.17 134.86 130.10 127.56
Standard deviation ei.27 e1.58 ei.11 e2.24 c4.48 ei.35 e2.77 d6.98 d,e3.87
IAS, knots t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference 0.22 1.46 0.]5 b8.23 1.90 2.00
DMR (pilots) (A-B), (B-C), (A-C) (A-C), (C-B), (A-B) (A-B), (B-C),a(A-C)
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percentlevel.
bstatisticalsignificanceat the l-percentlevel.
CVariancesfor the pilots differ at the l-percent level of significance.
dvariancesfor the winds differ at the ]-percent level of significance.
evariancesfor the controls differ at the 5-percent level of significance.
w
TABLE XIX.- Concluded
Light shears Moderate shears Severe shears
Experimental Statistical
factor parameter Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C
Mean 2.37 2.63 2.32 2.]3 2.30 2.06 2.32 ].97 2.]7
Standard deviation e0.26 e0.]] e0.20 e0.36 d,e0.37 e0.]8 0.27 d,e0.48 0.39
8, deg t (controls) a3.]5 ].67 2.]4 b7.77 b3.94 b3.54 b]].50 a2.99 b8.95
t (winds) Reference Reference Reference ].33 2.06 a2.36 0.33 b3.3 0.83
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant(ANOV)
Mean 0.8] ].24 3.27 ].90 -3.33 -0.90 2.94 -3.28 -2.57
Standard deviation 8.04 5.7] 5.28 d,e3.38 5.22 9.86 7.66 2.52 e4.06
y, m t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
t (winds) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
Mean -0.32 -0.]3 -0.34 -0.30 -0.87 -0.53 -0.65 -0.]3 -0.26
Standard deviation 0.72 0.53 0.80 e0.43 c].47 c].42 ].52 0.98 0.9]
_, deg t (controls) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
t (winds) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
DMR (pilots) Not statisticallysignificant (ANOV)
astatisticalsignificanceat the 5-percentlevel.
bstatisticalsignificanceat the ]-percentlevel.
CVariancesfor the winds differ at the ]-percentlevel of significance.
dvariancesfor the controls differ at the 5-percent level of significance.
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Figure ].- SimulatedTCV airplane.
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Figure 3.- Sketch of EADI.
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Figure 4.- Velocity-vectorcontrolmode for pitch axis (fig.15 of ref. 4).
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Figure 5.- Velocity-vector control mode for roll axis.
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Figure 6.- Wind profileB2 (lowseverity).
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Figure 7.- Wind profileB3 (low severity).
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Figure 8.- Wind profileB6 (moderateseverity).
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Figure 9.- Wind profileB7 (moderateseverity).
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Figure lO.- Wind profileD3 (highseverity).
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Figure ]].- Wind profile D]0 (high severity). (Similar to profile at Eastern
Airlines crash at John F. Kennedy International Airport.)
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Figure 12.- Typical flightusing VCWS in severe shear Dl0.
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Figure 14,- Mean approach performance parameters (at altitudes between
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